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The University of Dayton News Release 
NEW STUDY SHOWS WOMEN WORK HARDER 
TO PERFORM THAN MEN 
May 7, 1993 
Contact: Teri Rizvi 
DAYTON, Ohio-- Women work harder to perform than do men, and a University of 
Dayton psychology professor has proof. 
"Women are more tuned in to what it takes to perform well and do it," says Charles 
Kimble, who studies self-handicapping, the tendency to put yourself at a disadvantage before 
a threatening evaluation. Common forms of self-handicapping include substance abuse, low 
effort and lack of practice. 
Kimble, director of UD's Social Science Research Center, presented the results of a 
study, written with Edward Hirt of Indiana University, at the Midwestern Psychological 
Association convention this month in Chicago. The researchers found that men self-handicap, 
but women do not. When told that practice or preparation matters, men practice less and 
create the handicap . . 
Subjects in the study were prepared to take a test with arithmetic problems that 
required a series of mental calculations. Half the subjects were told that the amount of 
practice mattered in affecting the test's assessment of their true ability; the other subjects 
were told that practice didn't matter. 
According to the study, not only did men practice less, they also predicted higher 
leveW-of performance than did women when asked, "How well do you expect to do on the 
upcoming test?" 
"Self-handicapping helps you maintain a positive self-image, because if you fail you 
can say, 'If I hadn't had this disadvantage, I would have done well.' If you succeed you can 
say, 'I must be really capable if I did that well despite the handicap,"' Kimble says. 
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"Men are sensitive to the self-esteem implications of not doing well," says Kimble. 
He thinks males' tendency to self-handicap may stem from their greater'participation in · 
competitive situations "where they learn that they can't win every time." Self-handicapping 
becomes a form of self-protection, a strategy to avoid thinking of themselves as lacking 
ability. 
The problem with self-handicapping is that it makes failure more likely, he says. 
Kimble's interest in self-handicapping stems, in part, from his own self-awareness. "I 
could see myself doing it, when I was a freshman in college, going out with my friends the 
night before a biology or algebra test." Self-handicapping allowed him a measure of self-
protection. "I was unsure that I could do as well as I did in high school." 
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